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OVERVIEW

Apartment in excellent condition, with unobstructed
views towards the City of Sciences, the Turia Gardens and
the sea.
When entering the property, we find the hall, which leads to all the rooms of the
property. To the right there is a spacious south-facing living-dining room with access
to the front balcony, from where you can see the gardens of the Turia River, the City
of Sciences and, on clear days, even the mountains of Cullera and the sea.
To the left of the entrance is the kitchen, recently renovated, very bright and with
unobstructed views of the sports centre. Next to it we have a small room for the
washing machine and the dryer.
Returning towards the entrance, through the corridor we access the bedrooms and
bathrooms. On the left, the master bedroom, which also boasts unobstructed views,
with a newly renovated private bathroom. On the other side of the corridor there are
another bathroom and two single bedrooms, which face south and the Turia Gardens
(one through a large window and the other through the glass door that leads to the
balcony).
The apartment is presented in excellent condition and is equipped with air
conditioning, heating, wooden floors and very good materials. It is perfect to move
into and enjoy a very quiet area and at the same time close to all services.
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lucasfox.com/go/val26908
Sea views, Terrace, Lift, Natural light,
Wooden flooring, Parking, Air conditioning,
Balcony, Built-in wardrobes, Double glazing,
Equipped Kitchen, Exterior, Heating,
Renovated, Transport nearby, Views,
Walk-in wardrobe
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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